Imagine …
the answer to narrow areas

The new MR 295

- Max load: 16 t, 20 t, 25 t
- Jib length from 30 m to 60 m
- Load at jib nose: 2.8 t
- Mast: 2 m
- Under hook height: 52.6 m
- Mecanisms with frequency variation
**MR 295**

... patented systems for fast and secure erection

| Fast erection—with fish joint at the jib foot |
| Fleetling pulley without maintainance |
| Maximum weight of one erection unit: 10.8 t only |
| Fast erection of the temporary tie bars and the luffing tie bars thanks to a standard auxiliary which. |

And... transport of the complete slewing part with 5 HC40' containers |
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